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The processes by which political attitude changes occur have been examined extensively 
from a variety of methodological and theoretical perspectives. In this study, the authors 
attempt to extend the traditional balance fomlulation to a continuously-scaled least
squares paradigm in which change occurs as a function of accumulated infOimation. A 
longitudinal tracking of the changes in attitude toward parties, candidates, and issues is 
used to make predictions about subsequent attitudes and consequent voting behavior. 
Possible communicative influences from a pOlitical campaign are explored with regard 
to their impact on changes in concept relations. Anaiysis of political changes hypotheses 
and a critical examination of the methodology are u5ed as the basis for suggesting 
improvements in campaign communication research. 

The process by which political attitudes form and 
change during an election campaign has been 
examined extensively by a number of researchers 
from a variety of theoretical and methodological 
approaches (Lazarsfeld, Berelson & Gaudet, 1948; 
Berelson, Lazarsfeld & McPhee, 1954; Campbell, 
Guria & Miller, 1954; Campbell & Cooper, 1956, 
Campbell, Converse, Miller & Stokes, 1960, 
1966). Central to this problem has been the ques
tion, "How does the information made available to 
the polity during the campaign affect their percep' 
tions of the issues and candidates and their be
haviors such as voting?" 

In this article, the authors examine political at
titude change as a subset of the general theory of 
attitude change proposed by Woelfel and Saltiel 
(1975). This theory stipulates that messages consti
tute forces which cause an attitude toward a given 
object to move to some intermediate position be
tween the attitude of the source and the receiver. 
The Woelfel-Saltiel treatment is abu/alice formula
tion since it defines an attitude as the mean of all 
advocated positions for the attitude such that the 
message forces sum to zero. 

ATTITUDE CHANGE THEORY AND 
MEASUREMENT 

The Woelfel,Saltiel theory differs from tradi
tional theories of attitude change (Heider, 1956; 

.-

Newcomb, 1953; Festinger, 1957; Osgood, Suci & 
Tannenbaum. 1957) by suggesting that an attitude 
may be conceptualized as a continuously scaled 
least,squares balance point. The least-squares bal
ance point is a locus in an unstandardized factor 
matrix (multidimensional space) which minimizes 
the squared distance between a point representing a 
conceptual object and all other points (concepts) 
lying in a multidimensional space. Attitude-objects 
are taken to be those phenomena in the environment 
to which an individual assigns a valence, positive or 
negative, and a magnitude for evaluative purposes. 
Because the locus of the objects is dynamic, chang
ing as a function of the information the individual 
receives, the theory is appropriate to discussions of 
process and change in attitude over time (Barnett, 
1974). 

At its simplest level, the theory suggests that an 
attitude is the joint effect of a set of messages, Xh 

X2,' .. , Xn • The consequent attitude Q is the linear 
sum of the messages divided by a number II of 
messages. Attitude a ~an be represented as: 

(I) 

This equation assumes that each incoming message 
stimulus has a unique effect equal to the effect of all 
other incoming stimuli. Further, it assumes that no 
other variables have a substantial effect. 
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Each message, x" is postulated to be a force 
which moves the location of the concept in one 
direction or another. The mean of all forces consti
tutes the balance point at which ail forces sum to 
zero since: 

(2) " L (x, - a) = 0 
1=1 

Unlike Heider (1956), the Woelfel-Saltiel theory 
specifies the relationship between message volume, 
the significance of the source, and attitude mass. 
Message volume is the quantity ofinfoffi1ation input 
to a receiver. Typically, it is operationalized as the 
number of messages received. Attitude mass is that 
characteristic of an attitude whereby it is made resis
tant to change and is a function of the number of 
messages a person has previously received about the 
objects which influence the attittlde. Heider attri
butes attitude change to search processes initiated 
by the individual as a result of some internal state of 
attraction. The individual attempts to remain con
sonant with both hislher attraction to another person 
and an incongruent attitude between ego and the 
other. While this possibility is not excluded by the 
Woelfel-Saltiel formulation, it also includes other 
circumstances in which the individual is confronted 
by valenced information toward an attitude which 
has an effect on that attitude. In other words, under 
Woelfel and Saltiel's theory, 411 information, from 
all media, is seen as contributing to the magnitude, 
valence, and mass of an attitude. 2 

Woelfel and Saltiel also deviate significantly 
from Festingers (1957) notion of the role of disso
nance and cogniti ve consistency as the impetus to 
attitude change. Again, internal states may initiate 
an information search which changes the locus of 
the balance point. However, other motives are not 
excluded by Woelfel and Saltie!. Similarly, New
comb's A-B-X model (1953) may be seen to be a 
special case of the Woelfel-Saltiel theory. In dyadic 
interactions, particularly those taking place in a 
laboratory setting, the issues of discussion are not 
likely to have had a large message history (low 
mass). A great many messages may be exchanged 
rapidly which will induce considerable movement 
in the locus of the balance point in a relatively short 

period of time. Woelfel and Saltiel cover the indi
vidual attitude change case (Woelfel & Haller, 
1972) and the generalized Case of attitude change 
across an entire culture. 

This conceptualization can be expanded to ex
plain complex empirical phenomena at either the 
individual (Woelfel & Haller, 1972) or cultural 
level (Barnett & Wigand, 1975). Messages can be 
weighted either for the significance of the source 
(Woelfel & Haller, 1972; Woelfel & Hernandez, 
1972), or the salience of the information for the 
receiver. In fact, the precise effect of an additional 
number of messages required to change an attitude 
where the message history, or the mass of an at-

.' 'iitude, is known can be specified. In field studies 
such as research to be described here, however,lack 
of experimental controls prevents adequate empiri
cal examination of these equations. 3 Attitude 
change, then, is treated as a simple quantitative 
function of the number of messages an individual - .--------has received about a given attitude-object. Thus, the 
greater the information history about an attitude
object the more difficult it becomes to foster anitude 
change. 

Four factors are causally related to attitude 
change according to this theory: (1) the number of 
new messages, (2) the number of messages com
prising the initial balance point, (3) the amount of 
discrepancy between the old attitude and the mean 
position advocated by the new messages, and (4) the 
credibility or significance of the source andlor the 
salience of the information for the receiver. \Voelfel 
and Saltiel state: 

.-' 

\0 

The amount of attitude change is directly related {o the 
product of the awrage discrepancy between incoming 
information and the old mtitude (a\'emge change ad
vocated) and the nUl1lb~r of sllch messages, and in
versely related to the sum of lhe numl'er of messages 
out of which the change messagl' and the original 
message is composed. (pp. 4-5) 

The observation of aHitude can be trea.ted as a 
longitudinal activity rather than a discrete event, 
and change can be treated, mathematically, as mo
tion in multidimensional space: As Woelfel and 
Saltiel (1974) have shown in their discussion of 
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cognitive processes, and as Woelfel (1972) dctails 
in his Linear Force Aggregation Theory, the con
cept of altitude may be treated as the set of interrela
tionships ,:\,hich define., <illY-fognitivc eleT!1_~nl's 
p-roximity to all other cogf1jt~elements.~tis, 
the attribution of value to an~ eJement will be done 

on the basis of what other eleI)~~!~_~!~ as~O~ri.!~~ 
with it and the evaluation placed upon those elc
'ments. Definition and evaluation of eleme~~e
~ as a function of the information an ind'i

vidual receives, TJili..l!!Lq.!l1~1.!-j9XUIC!S __ !Q.._~~.5.0s:iate 

t~jec~f th~~~~~g~~li~~_ ~xi~.tlng~ p~·~.yj~LJ?Jy 
defined elements. Since information processes can 
be viewed as continuous and ever-present, any at-. 
tempt at static assessment of attitude will, by defini
tion, be incomplete. Therefore, it is necessary to 
treat attitudes as processual, develop assessment 
techniques which take this characteristic into ac
count, and interpret the results using a model of 
sufficient descriptive and predictive power. 
. One such assessment technique (which provides 

a framework for the Woelfel-Saltiel model) is lon
gitudinal metric multidimensional scaling (Woel
fel, 1972; Serota, 1974; Barnett, Serota & Taylor, 
1974). Based on the psychophysical work of Gul

'Iiksen (1946) and Torgerson (1958), multidimcn

sional scalin..g uses i!!.Qgment_~Qf dist~.!l5..~-,._or dis
~aritYl between concepts or stimuli to plilceth_~ 
conc~pJS.inJ~R~1i!!L.r,"I'resentation, -Further~ a 
~ recent version of this te~iinique,Tn addition to 
its definitional quality, utilizes paired ratio judg
ments to achieve a metric which makes the space 
directly comparable to similar structures at different 

\, points in time, 
The significance of a multidimensional technique 

is its power for simultaneously representing various 
influences in the projection of structure. Unlike 
unidimensional scaling, in which error is often bel
ter attributed to multiple influences upon judgment 

(Thurstone, 1927), multidimensional scaling ac
counts for all of the influences inherent and neces
sary in a specific set of judgments. According to 
Torgerson (1958): 

The notion of a singk unidimensional. underlying 
continuum is replaced by the notion of an underlying 
multidimensional space. InstC'ld of considering the 

stimuli to be represented by paints along a single 
dimension, the stimuli are represented by poims in a 
space of several dimensions. Instead of assigning a 
single number (scale value) to represent the position of 
the point along thc dimension. as many numbers are 
assigned to each stimulus as there are independent 
dimem:ions in the relevant multidimensional space. 
Each number corresponds to the projections (scale 
value) of the points on one of the axes (dimensions) of 
the space, (p, 248) 

By repeating the spatial representation through sev
eral points in time, it becomes possible to observe 
simultaneous changes and use the trajectories of 
motion (across time changes in position) to make 
mathematically descriptive statements about those 
changes. 

The procedures for generating a metric MDS 
analysis are described in detail by Woelfel and Bar
nell (1974) and Barnett, et aJ. (1974). Briefly, the 
subjects are given a complete (n(n-I)I2) list of pair 
comparisons for the set of concepts being scaled (n 
= the number of concepts). They are asked to make 
ratio judgments of the dissimilarity between can· 
cepts using the form: 

If x and y arc lI'units apart. how far apart are concept a 
and concept b? 

Such an item wording requests a distance judg
ment from a respondent (" ... how far apart are a 

and b?"). However, i~ requests that this:jtlqgiii~ntj 
b~~~~~~.ill:QP..9.r1jp~.2L~L§1~Jm~[d __ dj~t~Jl~ 
llli1Y.id~~cher ("if x andy arc Ii units 
apart ... "). This format allows the respondent to 

report any positive value; the scale is thus un
bounded at the high end, continuous, and grounded 
with a true zero (two concepts are perceived to be 
the same), 

Since the data for an individual case may be 
unreliable (reliability being inversely proportional 
to the difficulty of the judgment task), and since the 
goal here is a measure of social or cultural concep· 
tions (Serota, Fink, Noell & Woelfel, 1975), one 
may use aggregation techniques to improve the 
measurements. By applying the Central Limits 
Theorem and Law of Large Numbers one finds that 
the arithmetic average of all responses for any cell in 
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the matrix will converge on the true !!lcan· fQrJhe 
R"J:'ulation as the sample grows largE.. Thus, aggre
gatioll"-arn1Tnates the potential problem of unrelia
bility and may seI.~~ __ '!§_f!J!l~asure_ofsociaLconcep.
tion. 

The mean distance matrix is further transfomlcd 
to a scalar-products matrix which has been double
centered (Torgerson, 1958) to establish the origin at 
the centroid of the distribution. This matrix is sub
sequently factored to achieve a coordinate matrix 
whose columns arc orthogonal axes and whose rOws 
are the projections of the concept location on each of 
the axes. This space has the property of representing 
the average distance judgments for all possible pairs 
simultaneously. Additionally, the multidimen
sional space is constructed from the llllstandardized 
distance vectors between all possible 'pairs, and all 
variance in the sample population is thus accounted 
for by the n-I-dimensional space . 

Finally, this procedure is repeated at each point in 
time and the spaces are rotated about the centroid to 
a least-squares best fit to provide approximations of 
the concept motions over time. 4 From these resul
tant cross-time coordinate matrices one can fit 
curves (trajectories) of motion which describe the 
relational changes from the set. Further, the crOss
time loadings provide values for the equations of the 
Woelfel-Saltiel theory, thus allowing one to make 
predictions of subsequent attitude change. 

In a political context, the Woelfel-Saltiel theory 
facilitates the identification ofpany, candidate and 
issue preferences and the interrelationships between 
these items. The aggregated data sets for each pair 
of items represent the least-squares balance point 
for both items with respect to one another and all 
additional items. pi stances between ..9J?jccts may be 
taken to_ be the degree of conceptual similarity be-
i;vei_r; th~~,i.~~-~·~~:. Thus~-the -greater·the-·-report~ 
distance, th~~atcr the c~~~~p~~~~~."~~ffcr~.'.:!iati~~. 

As an example of this application, the candidate 
or party closest to "Me", the averaged position for 
self, would be the candidate or party most preferred 
by the polity. This notion may be derived from the 
empathy or homophily thcories of voting behavior. 
They state that the candidate with whom the polity 

can most empathize, or who is perceived as most 
homophilous with the polity, will be the one 
elected. The sum of the magnitudes of the distance 
vectors between the candidates and "Me" will 
equal the variance in voting preference (Einhorn & 
Gonedes, 1971; Aldrich & McKelvey, /971; An
derson & Todd, 1975). Prediction of a candidate's 
vote can be derived by: 

S" (Me) 
Voteel = 1-

S" (Me) + S,., (Me) 

Where, "Vote C1 " is the predicted percentage of 
the vote candidate one would receive if an-election 
were held at that point in time. SCI (me) and Sc2 (mc) 

are the distances between the aggregate Me and' 
candidates one and two. In the same way, the rela
tive importance of a political party can also be 
derived. The p1lI1y which .minimizes the distance 
between itself and the collc~tive ;~i(\\'i11 be the 
party with which the populace identifies. This is, of 
course, provided that the sample accurately reflects 
the voting population. 

. . -·-Issue interrelationships, represented graphically, 
( may be used to deduce message strategies. The 

I
' distances reflect the relative degree of relationship 

between issues (concepts) scaled into the space.J3,y_ 
! looki.ng at the distances between issues, candidates, 
, <0dthe.collective Me, it is possible to identiti·_the_ I vector which will enable the candidate's point to 

I· ~onverge with Me. In this case these relationships 

I 
represent the collective attitude toward the political 
domain. From Woelfel and Saltiel, one may predict 

I that messages asserting a relationship between or 
a.ssociatingJ~..Q'lc~e.plJ:.1!n9...f9ncep.ly_~vill ~~~ve those 
.co~~-l..£L~~IJ_Qge.tb~r: Further. by asserting that 
candidate;: is n::latcd to the isslies-t" andy. candidate 
z can be moved through the space [0 some optimal 
position between x and y. Fin~llIy. if concept x is 
correlated with some additional concept H' which 
has been scnled into the space, then any motion ofx 
will also create motion in u· (Figure I). Hence the 
underlying relationships between various compo
nents of a concepttwl or attitudinal domain can be 
.deduced from the initial measurement. and pre
dicted for future points in time. 
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FIGURE I 
Hypothetical interactions for a sct of concepts as a func
tion of two associating mCSS<lgcs, f\.1X1.' and Myz . The 
combined motions ofz toward x and y produce the resul
t,lIlt change along P;t- Note that a strong association be
tween x and w will result in <I change in w toward 1. as a 
function of Mxz . 
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EXAMINATION OF THE 1974 
CONGRESSIONAL ELECTION 

The authors applied metric multidimensional 
scaling to investigate political attitude formation in 
a longitudinal study prior to the 1974 Congressional 
elections. This allowed us to test the utility of metric 
MDS analysis and certain aspects of the Woelfel
Saltiel theory. The following hypotheses were de
rived from their theory: 

HI: Candidates will converge, in a multidimen
sional space, with those issues with which 
they are publicly associated; i.e., campaign 
messages and news items identifying a can
didate with certain issues act as forces [0 

move the candidate toward those issues. 
H2 : Identification of a candidate with the issues 

clustering closest to the average position for 
the respondents (me) will calise that candi
date to converge with the average position 
for "me." 

Ha: The candidate whose distance from the aver
aged position of the respondents is 
minimized at the time of the election will be 
the candidate chosen by the population rep
resented. 

H-t: As the interval between time of observation 
and the election becomes smaller. the vol-

ume of the multidimensional space will 

shrink. 

Data were collected at three points in time (Sep
tember 17-19, October 1-3, and October 29-31) 
from separate stratified nlildom samples of regis~ 
tered vot.ers. 6 The reason that separate random sam
ples were employed rather than a single panel was to 
insure against sensitization and subject mortality. 7 

Personal interviews were conducted by professional 
interviewers trained by the authors. The fonnat 
below was used to generate ratio distance judgments 
for all possible pairs of concepts: 

IF JOHN F. KENNEDY AND DWIGHT D. 
EISENHOWER ARE to POLITICAL INCHES 

APART, HOW FAR APART ARE: 
Crime Prevention and the Republican Pany __ _ 
Crime Prevention and Intlation __ 

Concepts used in this analysis were selected 
either for theoretical reasons (party labels, candi
date names, and Me) or because they were iden
tified in a pretest as being issues which the popUla
tion under study was going to lise in their voting 
decision. The concepts scaled were: 

1. Crime Prevention 
2. Integrity and Honesty in Government 
3. The Republican Party 
4. lnnation 
5. The Democratic Party 
6. Democratic Candidate 
7. Campaign Reform 
8. Busing 
9. Me 

10. Republican Candidate 

The setting for this research was north-suburban 
Detroit. The area sampled is almost entirely white 
(99%) and many of its residents i.1re pan of a mass 
exodus from the racially troubled central city which 
has been occurring since the late 1960·s. The ethnic 

composition includes large minorities. particularly 
Jews, Italinl1s and Eastern Europeans. and large 
numbers of migrants from the rural South. The 
median age of the district is 39.9 years and the 
median education for registered voters is 12..1- years 
(Barone, 1974). 
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TABLE I 
Mean Distance !\'latrix,Septcmhcr 17-19, 1974 

Crime Pre\,. 
Int. & Han. GOV!. 
Repub, Pal1y 
Jnfl<llion 
Demo. Pan), 
Demo. Cando 
Camp. Rcfoml 
Busing 
ME 
Repub. Cando 

I 

I ,00 
2 11.58 
3 24,55 
4 14.39 
5 22.48 
6 32.41 
7 27. 13 
8 15.01 
9 22.12 

10 6.68 

2 

.00 
26.98 
27.94 
25.76 

6.97 
12.07 
16.33 
8.90 
8.35 

3 

.00 
24.92 
31.02 
13.04 
26.95 
28.26 
34.96 

5.03 

4 

.00 
10.45 

8.15 
15.68 
14.09 
9.90 
7.83 

5 

.00 
5.81 

11.43 
9.70 

12.53 
18.35 

6 

.00 
7.52 
9.44 

14.23 
18.82 

7 

.00 
16.28 
24.06 

9.20 

8 

.00 
33.02 
13.54 

9 

.00 
18.22 

10 

.00 

TABLE 2 
Spatial Coordinate Matrix, September 17-19, 1974 

Dimcnsion 
Conccpt 

Crimc Pre\,. 
Int. & Hon. Go\'!. 
Repub.Party 
Infiation 
Demo. Pany 
Demo, Cando 
Camp. Reform 
Busing 
ME 
Repub. Cando 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

6.55 
-.06 

18.73 
-4.09 

·10.5-1 
·3.4-1 
-3.21 
2.73 

-14.32 
7.66 

2 

16.28 
6.37 

-6.42 
-.17 

-4.25 
-12.70 

-7.16 
-3.68 
8.10 
3.63 

3 

6.10 
-8.33 
-6.89 
5.30 
7.0-1 

-5.70 
.16 

13.15 
-9.66 
-1.17 

4 

-.57 
12.49 
-6.53 

-10.72 
-2.85 

.82 
6.31 
7.28 

-4.72 
-1.50 

5 

-1.06 
-I. 77 
-1.25 

.82 
-.58 

-4.45 
8.42 

-3.67 
-1.00 
4.56 

6 

.01 
-.00 

.0-1 
-.01 
-.02 
-.00 
-.00 
.00 

·.03 
.01 

7 

.19 
-.17 
.43 

-1.20 
1.42 
-.32 
-.09 
-.35 
.02 
.07 

8 

-4.78 
-.20 

-2.21 
-1.09 

.24 
-.32 

-4.30 
2.83 
1.24 
8.61 

9 

-1.54 
-7.37 
4.37 

-5.87 
·5.49 
-4.77 
3.80 
9.31 

11.01 
·3.43 

10 

9.07 
·9.15 
-5.88 
·6.73 
-4.07 
12.52 
1.79 

-2.31 
.07 

4.68 

Eigcnvalues 815.38 670.21 532.68 440.39 133.12 0.0 -3.97 -131.51 -397.87 ·450.23 

Trace 3575.37 

The district has been traditionally Democratic. In 
1968. Nixon received 359< of the vote. Wallace 
109< and Humphrey 549<. Howe,·cr. in 1972 Nixon 
captured 63'K (McGovern 379<) and carried the rest 
of the Republican ticket with him. The incumbent 
Republican Congressman recein~d 53'1} of the vote 
in 1972 (Barone. 1974). He was "ery conservati,'e 
and strongly identified with limiting government 
spending and opposition to busing to achieve racial 
integration. In addition, he had close lies with cor
porate busin~f,s interests and was an ardent suppor
ter of former President Nixon. 

The Democratic challenger (no\\' Congressman) 
was a former assistant to a very popular attorney 
general. The 1974 campaign waS his first attcmpt at 
elected office. Virtually unknown six months be-

fore his election, he won a hotly contcsted primary 
against three other candidates with 34<;f of the 
vote. 

RESULTS 

The resllits of the September 17-19 data collec
tion (sample size "'= 79) produced the mt:an distance 
matrix presented in Table I. and tile spatial coordi
nate matrix pr~sented in Table 2. The graphic rep
resentation of this spatial manifold is presemed in 
Figure 2. 

This scaling procedure hilS heen extensively 
tested ilild aggn~ga(e- te-st-re-test I'e-!iability coeffi
cients of .90 and abovc are rep0l1cd by Barnett 
(1972) with as few <i!-i 50 casC!-i. These coefficients, 
of course, arc dependent upon the scaled concepts 
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FIGURE 2 
Configuration of a set of political concepts at time one, Seplcmba 17-19. 

3 

10 

and the homogeneity of the sample. In survey re
search as reported in this study, a larger sample is 
perhaps necessary to obtain reliable results. Be
calise the procedure has been shown to be reliable, 
stability coefficients were not obtained for this 
specific set of data. If the obtained scores were 
unreliable, this problem would only detract frol11lhe 
authors' ability to predict with these values. As will 
he shown later, accurate predictions were made 
with the obt"lined results. Therefore, the problem of 
ullrdiability is not of concern. 

Thc multidimensional space displays a number of 
properties which are of significance in the descrip
tion of the Congressional race. First, the subjects 
had considerable difficulty in locating the Demo
I,:ratic challenger in the space. They were instructed 
that iflhey could not make a comparison to skip that 
one and move on to the next one. As a result, the 
a\,\~TagL~ proportion of responses to pair comparisons 
with the candidate's name was ,56. H The range was 
.50 to ,61. For the incumbent Congressman. the 

6 

+ 

7 8 
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9 

average was .69 and his rang.e wa~ .60 and. 78. This 
indicates. that the people knew the incumbent better 
than the challenger. This finding is also bome nUl by 
the results of an open-ended question asking for the 
names of the Congressional candidates. Free recall 
produced identification of the incumbent by 14.5'7c 
of the sample but only 9A\~ for the Democratic 

challenger. 
The multidimensional space call best be dc~ 

scribed with four dimensions: 94 ... 1J<K of the "real" 
variance is explained by these factors. This was 
determined by means of a scree test (Tatsuoka. 
197 I). For graphic purposes a three-dimensional 
solution is presented in Figure 2. This representa
tion explains 77.8S\lc of the "real" varialll'C. \1 Thl' 
first dimension is the only one readily interpretable: 
it indicates that the suhjcct!'i used a party idelltific~l· 
lion dimension 10 dit"ferentiatc the concepts. III On 
this dimension, t\·1e is quitc close to the Dl~mocratiL' 
Party, 4. J units :lpart as opposed to :;4.7 J units from 
the Repuhlican Party. 
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The second dimension runs from the Democratic 
candidate to Crime Prevention, with Me being the 
closest concept to Crime Prevention. The chal
lenger was not perceived as a crime lighter. In fact, 
he was located quite close to busing, a highly unde
sirable position for this constituency. 

Overall, the space describes the Democratic can
didate's position as closer to Me than the Repub
lican; 13.32 units as opposed to 20.68. However, it 
must be noted that the Democrat's position is quite 
unstable. This is indicated by the low proportion of 
responses; only 6 I 'K completed the comparison 
with Me. 

r 
Based upon the abo\'e data, the authors made the 

\ following recommendation 1O the Democratic chal
:, lenger. He was told to campaign using the Demo
, cratic Party label while simultaneously providing 

messages which would describe him as a crime 
! fighter. They should be presented together in order 

to avoid any movement in the direction of busing. 
According to \Voelfel-Saltiel, this message cam
paign would maximize his movement along a vector 
toward the collective Me (Figure 3). 

FIGURE 3 
The resultant of change in the candidate's relationship 
with crime prevention and the Democratic Party as a 
fUllction of messages, ~1[ and ~12 is the path, P..i. By 
associating the candidate with other, discrepant concepts, 
change can be effected toward an intermediate concept, 
Me. 

CRIME 
PREVENTION 

• 

~
------~ M, _ / _n / 

- '--6/ --- / c---- / 
CANDIDATE M2 • DEMOCRATIC 

PARTY 

ME 
• 

While this may seem to be conventional wisdom, 
the candidate's initial intention wa!' to discuss infla
tion and to identify himself with anti-busing forces. 
Inflation was rejected because of its high mass. In 
other words, bec.Hlse of the quantity of information 

that was available to each votcr about inflation. the 
candidate could not expect to provide enough new 
information to diffcrcntiatc_hhn~clf from,his oppo
ncnL_ 

Further, it was emphasized that the challenger 
should work to associate himself with desired COIl

cepts rather than attacking his opponent. Since the 
challenger was relatively unknowJl, his information 
history was much less than the incumbent and there
l"ore much less resistaill to ch:.tngc. The ramifica
tions of this strategy include the possibility that the 
public Ill,ay actually have agenda-setting po\','cr5 
commonly thought to have bcen usurped by the 
media and politicians, and that political advantage 
may belong to those candidates who orient them
selves to entering the political process consonant 

I with dominant public opinion . 
Between the first and second data collection the 

Democratic challenger distributed 145,000 leatlets, 
100,000 of which went to arcas of lowest aware
ness. This message dealt with his experience as tin 

assistunt attorney general and his position on Inw 
enforcement. It also identified him as a loyal 
member of the Democratic Pany by pairing him 
with popular party figures. Additionally. he COll

tinued his door-la-door campaigning stressing these 
issues in his discussions with the polity. 

The results of the October 1-3 data collection 
(sample size = 104) are presented in Table 3 (me-an 
distance matrix) and Table 4 (spatial coordinate 
matrix). Figure 4 provides a graphic representation 
of the locations of the concepts at this point in time . 
The results indicate that the subjects still had some 
difficulty in locating the Democratic candidate. The 
average proportion of responses to pair comparisons 
with the challenger's name was .50 with a range of 
.40 to .65. This is down somewhat from the first 
point in timL'. The difference may h~ attributable 10 

sampling error or the polity's lack of knmvlcdgc of 
the proper position held by the candidates. By this 
lime, more people could JilTerL'llliate the candi
dates, 64.5% lip from 59.3ck at time one. The 
incumbent's average proportion of responses was 
.60, with'l range of .43 to .69. This appeared due (0 

an increased knowledge about the candidates and 
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TABLE3 
Mean Distance Matrix, October 1-3,1974 

2 3 

Crime Pre\, . .00 
Int. & Hon. Go\'t. 2 10.34 .00 
RCpllh. Part)' 3 11.85 13.24 .00 
Intlution 4 10.10 12.60 10.52 
Dcmo. Party 5 8.92 10.12 10.-17 
Demo. Cando 6 8.84 10.64 10.28 
Camp. Reform 7 16.49 9.23 11.63 
Busing 8 8.83 11.21 10.82 
ME 9 4.26 8.66 14.80 
Rcpub. Cando 10 9.16 8.45 5.63 

issues and the stabilization of political attitudes as 
the campaign progressed. 

Again, the multidimensional space can best be 
described with four dimensions. Of the "real" var~ 

iance, 90.2'k is explained by those factors. For 

graphic purposes a three~dilllcnsional solution is 
presented in Figure 4. This representation explains 
77 .36'k of the "real" \"uriance in the space. The firs~ 
dimension differentiates the candidates while the \ 
second separates Me from Busing. In this second I 

space, the mean distance from Me from the Repub~ 
lican candidate is 13.87, while the distance from the 

Democratic candidate is J2.51. This indicates that \ 
of the people who could differentiate the candi- ; 

dates, they preferred the Democrat. ) 
The space shrank considerably from time one 

accounting for the movement of all the concepts 
except the Republican candidate and Busing toward 
the center of the space. This movement is rep~ 

resented in Figure 4. The a\"erage Change in spatial 
position was 9.24 units. Concepts \vhich moved 
more than the average were Crime Prevention 
(! 1.71 I. the Republican Party (15.15). the Demo

cratic candid.:ltlO! (12.90), and t\le (10.81). These 
motions can he explained in terms of signin~ 
('.ull news events and the campaign of the D~nlO~ 
(,nltic challenger. The Republican Party may have 
moved because the reaction to the pardoning of 
Richard Nixon had subsided and the people were 
moving back toward their traditional pi.uty affilia~ 
lions. The Dctnocr.nic c,lIldidat~'s motion was a 
function of his campaigning which had somewhat 

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

.00 
8.73 .00 
8.81 4.52 .00 

10.65 9.16 7.82 .00 
12.66 8.17 9.30 11.27 .00 
6.13 7.69 12.51 5.93 15.43 .00 

10.59 15.98 19.D7 9.74 11.57 13.87 .00 

litabilized his position in the space. His movement 
was toward Me, the Democratic Party, and Crime 
Prevention \I,.'hich reflected his campaign and mes~ 
sages stressing the fact that he was a crime fighter 
and a Democrat. Also, it is in line with the prcdic~ 
tions derived from the Woe1fel-Saltiel Theory. Me 

moved as the subjects progressed toward the deci~ 
sion about how to vote. The Republican incumhcnt 
was the most stable concept in the space, moving 
only 3.81 units. At this point, a prediction was made 
that if rales of Change remained constant with those 
oflate September, the Democratic challenger would 
be the new Congressman. 

Based on the above discussion the following rec~ 
ommendations were made to the Democratic candi> 
date. First, reference should be made to the oppo

nent as a Republican; this would reinforce his devia~ 
lion from the Democratic plurality. Second, mes~ 
sages which would move the Republican away from 
Integrity and Honesty in Government and Cam~ 
paign Reform would also facilitate his movement t 
away from Me. Third. messages should be scnt 

stating that the Democrat is "like you" (the yoter) ./1 

and that the Republican is not. Fourth, additional 
messages which identify the challeng.er as a crime I 

fighter should be given, as well as a separate mes~ I 
sage showing that the candidate was in favor of 
campaign reform. No mention 01 campalgnlllg on I 

the issues of intlation nr husing was madc, bI.!C:ll1sc.:j 
tht!ir positions in the space could not bl.! used to 
facilitatJ,:! the (hallenger's motion in the direction of 
the collccti,·e Me. 
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FIGURE 4 
Configuration of a sct of political concepts at lime two, Oeloher J -3. 

6 

6 

5 

x-z 
2 4 

10 

Y-z 

TABLE 4 
Spatial Coordinate Matrix, October 1-3, 1974 

Dimension 
Concept 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Crime Pre\,. I .20 .31 8.30 .66 -.37 .16 -.69 .02 -2.00 -4.76 
Int. & Hon. Govt. 2 1.50 2.61 -.80 5.87 -2.72 -1.09 .79 -.00 1.2~ -1.75 
Rcpub. Party 3 4.08 -5.18 -1.43 -4.25 -2.60 1.35 -.10 -.00 2.65 -I. 77 
Inllatinn 4 -.74 2.25 .64 -5.66 1.49 -2.33 .78 .00 . .11 -1.97 
Demo. P;'1I1y 5 -5.49 -1.16 .19 .04 .57 2.49 1.09 .00 -:~ Al .75 
Demo. Cando 6 -7.63 -3.51 -1.00 -.35 -1.94 -1.58 -.60 -.00 -1.39 4.75 
Camp. Reform 7 -.51 :::!.41 -7.97 .69 1.15 .28 -.71 -.02 -1.6.1 -4.58 
Busing 8 .28 -6.53 .77 3.56 3.47 -.37 -.07 .00 2.69 .-l8 
ME 9 -2.44 S.02 1.45 -.54 .47 1.17 -.47 .00 3.28 3.6.1 
Repuh. Cando 10 10.75 .77 -.14 -.02 .46 -.OS -.01 -.00 -2.7..\ s.n. 
Eigcnvulucs 229.92 166.17 139.44 98.80 34.57 18.81 4.04 0.0 ··Hi.68 -117.90 

Trace 85S.33 
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FIGURE S 
Configuration of ,I set of poliiical concepts at timc three. October 29-31. 
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TABLES 
Mean Distance Matrix, October 29-31, 197.t 

Crime Prevo 
lnt. & Han. Go\'t. 
Rcpuh. Purl), 
Inflation 
Demo. Patty 
Demo. C:md. 
Cump. Rcronn 
Busing 
ME 
Rcpuh. Cando 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

I 

.00 
10.52 
11.61 
9.22 
9.56 
9.21 

12.67 
10.65 
5.44 
8.45 

2 

.00 
14.11 
10.24 
9.76 
8.39 
8.74 

12.59 
3.96 
9.16 

3 

.00 
10.47 
21.00 
19.46 
11.28 
9.90 

11.38 
5.45 

By and large, these later recommendations were 

not implemented due to the challenger's lack of 
funds. He had spent over $70,000 by OClober 10. 
Forty thousand dollars were spent prior to the prim
ary (Augusl 6) and only $10,000 in October. II The 
incllmbent Republican put all of his effort and re
sources into the campaign during the month of Oc
tober, his one-month spending exceeding the chal-

4 S 6 7 8 9 10 

.00 
7.67 
8.31 

10.74 
12.67 
7.66 
8.27 

.00 
4.86 
7.02 

12.41 
16.23 
23.0-l 

.00 
8.17 
9.31 
8.57 

19.16 

.00 
12.63 
5.45 
7.71 

.00 
12.07 
11.25 

.00 
IO.S-l .00 

lcngcr's expenditures for the entire campaign. De
spite massive financing this effor! may have been 
toO little. too latc . 

Support for this contention is supplied by an 

examination of the results ut time three (October 
29·31). This data colleclion (sample size = 11-1) 
was made five to seven days prior to the election. At 
this point in time, the first four dimensions account 
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TABLE 6 
Spati~al Coordinate l\'IHtrix, October 29-.1 1, 1974 

Dimension 
Concept I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Crime Prev. I -.01 1.47 -5.36 1.99 1.00 3.20 -.29 .00 .76 -3.91 
Inc & Hon. GOY!. 2 1.20 -4.61 -.30 -1.88 3.6~ -1.49 1.46 .00 .88 -3.10 
Rcpllb. Pany 3 -9.78 3.25 1.93 .99 -1.55 .42 1.84 .00 2.57 1.88 
Inflation 4 .44 -.08 .02 5.81 -1.16 -2.88 -.44 -.00 -.89 -·-L23 
DClllo. Parly 5 II. 74 1.81 2.24 2.42 1.31 1.07 .63 -.00 -1.57 6.32 
Demo. Cando 6 8.50 -.15 -1.65 -2.34 -1.81 -1.24 -.96 .01 4.02 2.43 
Camp. Reform 7 .71 -3.13 5.81 -1.16 -1.0~ 2.11 -.89 .00 .01 -5.02 
Busing 8 -.59 7.51 .14 -4.16 .56 -1.10 -.33 -.00 -2.26 -2.85 
ME 9 -1.52 -4.43 -2.99 -2.02 -3.06 .21 .74 -.00 ·3.30 2.36 
RCpllb. Cand. 10 -10.70 -1.63 .16 .35 2.11 -.31 -1.76 -.00 -.21 6.11 

Eigenvalues 425.58 126.07 83.16 76.64 38.37 29.56 II. 74 -.00 -~3.60 -168.72 

Trace 10004.48 

TAIlLE 7 
Proportion of Responses to Pairs with a Candidate 

~!i One of (he Concepts 

Time 1 
Low X High 

Democratic candidate .50 .56 .61 
Republican candidmc .60 .69 .78 

for 89.93% of the "real" vanance, while the 
graph!c representation, Figure 5, accounts for 
80.25% of this variance. Complete descriptions of 
this data set are provided in Table 5 (mean distance 
matrix), Table 6 (spatial coordinate matrix), and 
Figure 5 (representing the first three dimensions of 
Table 6). Perhaps the most significant thing abollt 
this data set is that the first dimension explains over 
half the "rea'" variance. It differentiatcs the candi
dates and the panics. with the Democratic Pal1y and 
its candidate at olle extreme and thc Rcpuhlican 
standard bcarer and his party label at the other. This 
indic,ttcs that party label was the most salient faclOr 
in the final determination ofvotc. In this last aggre
gate space. Me is.8.S77 units from the Dcmocrat 
and lO.846 from the Republican. From this, it was 
predicted that the Democrat would \vin the electioll. 

The subjects had considerably less trouble mak
ing pair comparisons at this time. The Democratic 

Timc2 Ti~lC.3 
Low X High Low X Hil!h 

.40 .50 .65 .5-1 .65 .81 

.43 .66 .69 .57 .75 .S7 

candidate's average proportion of responses rose 10 

.65, with a range of .54 to .81. The Republican', 
average was. 75, \\lith a range of .57 to .87 (the 
change in these coefficients oyer the three waves is 
summarized in Table 7). This finding increased the 
confidence in the electoral prediction. 

Another notable observation was the slight In
crease ill the space's volume between the second 
and third points in time. This appears primarily due 
to the increased clarification ofll1c distance bctwecn 
rhe candidates along the first dimension. Hl)\\'C\"Cr. 

based 011 previous research (Barnett ct al. 197-1-), it 
was expectcd that the \"oILIIl1C of the space would 
shrink as the election L1rew Ilcar. The increased 
salience of politics which preccdes an election 
would produce a reduction in all thc judged pairs of 
political concepts. 

The average motion in the space between t:! and t;1 
was 3.95 units; this \'·.'as considerably less than bc-
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FIGURE 6 
Trajectories of mot inn for the political concepts prior to the 197-t. Congressional ekction. Note that changes between Ii mcs 

two and three ,ire considerahly less than dwngcs between times one and two. 

6 

3 

x-z 
~IO 

Y-z 

tween the first and second points in time. This 
indicates that by the second me.asurement the coo
cepts had stabilized in the space. Those concepts 
with I110ycment greater than the mean \verc the 
Republican Party, the Democratic Party, the Demo· 
cratic candidate, and Me. Again. the Republican 
incumbent was the most stable concept in the space, 
and the little movement of the incumbent is in the 
direction of ~k (see Figure 6). 

Following is a summary of results bearing on the 

study's hypotheses: 
HI: The hypothesis that candidates will converge 

with those iS~lIes with which they are publicly as
sociated is supported from the data. The Democrat 
came out in fayor of crime prc\'cntion between the 
first and SCClllld points in timc. At lime one, the 
mean distance between the candidate and Crime 
Prevention was 32.42 units. At time two, the dis
tance had dropped to 8.85 units. a change of 23.57 

5 

9 

x-v 

units. The average Illation for all concepts in the 
space was 9.23 units. and both concepts sho\\·cd 
great movement toward each other in excess of the 

mean. 
Between the second and third points in time his 

campaign stagnated. This is reflected in the stable 
relationship between the candidate and crime pre"'\-

venti on. On busing and iJ)n~lJion the challenger l}nV 
mad~_!1..9_p'~l~!.~~·~t'~~~l1l~.n!s. His distance relati\·e_ to .;1-
these concepts. accordingly, remained stabl 
throUg:hmll ·the -c·arnp~!ign. These results are suiitl 
'----.:::._--_.-- --- .... -- / 

marizce! in Table 8. I;! 
H2: The hypothesis that the candidate c1ustcring 

most closely to the position that the respondents 
identify as central to themselves (Me) will cOI1Y('rge 
with the average self-position is supPol1ed. At time 
one. Crime Prevention was the issue locatcd do~est 
to the collective Me. Busing was the furthest con
cept from Me. In order for the hypothesis to he 

I , 
! 
t:: 
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TABLE 8 
Distance and Change in Distance for Selected Concepts 

and the Demorratic Candidate 

Time 1 
Democratic 
Candidate and: X Distance X 

Inflation 10.45 8.73 
Busing 9.45 9.31 
Crime Prevention 32A2 8.85 

Average Movement: 9.33 

supported, the Democrat would ha\'c to mo\'e in the 
direction of Crime Prevention and away from Bus· 
ing. If one examines the plots (see Figure 4) this can 
be seen in the trajectories of the three concepts~ the 
Democratic candidate moved past Busing, in the 
direction of Crime Prevention. 13 

H3: The hypothesis that the candidate whose.dis
tance from the position of respondents (Me) is 
minimized at the time of the election will be the 
candidate chosen by the population represented. is 
supported. At time three the distance bet\\'een Me 
and the Democrat was 8.6 units while Me was 10.8 
from the Republican. Following Equation 3. if one 
sums the magnitudes of these \·ectors. then divides 
each individual distance by this total, and finally, 
subtracts this proportion from one, the result is the 
predicted vole. In the above case, the predicted 
percentage of the vote was 55. 7CJc for the Demo
cratic candidate and .f-+.3C:c for the Republican. The 
actual \'ote total for the area of study was 57. 7?c for 
the Democrat . .f I .3l7f for the RepUblican, and 1.1 q 
for the independent candidates.t-l 

H,,: The hypothesis stating that as the interval 
between time of observation and the election be
comes smaller. the volume of the multidimensional 
space will shrink. was not supported. If one 
examines the trace (the sum of the cigenroots) of the 
spatial coordinate matrices over time. it becomes 
clear that the volume has not decreased in size. The 
trace at time one was 3,575.37. at time two it was 
858.33, and at time three it increased to 1004.48. 
Since the trace ser\'cs both as a summary statistic 
and an index of "size" for the spatial configuration 
described by the matrix loadings. a test of rank 
ordering serves to reject this hypothesis. 

Timc2 Time3 

j, Distance X JDislancc 

-1.73 8.31 -0.-l2 
-0.14 9.31 0.00 

-23.57 9.22 +0.37 
3.94 

Based upon these findings, and discussion in the 
Woelfel-Saltiel paper. an aiternalive hypothesis 
would be that as the interval between time of obser
vation and the election becomes smaller, the vol
ume of the multidimensional space will stabilize. 
Thus, the change in the trace will approach zero as 
the election approaches. The rea~on for this expec
tation is that as infol111ation about campaign issues 
and candidates accumulates. these concepts become 
increasingly resistant LO change. The initial reduc
tion can still be attributed to increa~ed salience due 
to the election: this would normally be expected to 
reduce random variance early in the campaign. 
However. other changes in variance would result 
from subsequent informational input. 

DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 

The results of this study are significant to a 
number of issues. They suggest answers to two 
imponant methodological conflicts: metric deter
minancy verSUS non metric accessibility and the uti!· 
ity of multidimensional scaling for the prediction or 
human behavior. The findings offer a challenge to 

the dominant research on electoral beha\'ior and the 
categorization of acth'ntion, conversion, and rein
forccment (Lazarsfeltl. ('t aJ. 1944). On all three 
topics. the Woclfel-Salticl theory and this test \vork 
together to pro\'ide potentially powcrful altt~fIlat i ves 
to the traditional vicw. 

In multidimensional studies of political percep
tions. a key construct is the change in stnll'tllre of 
public opinion. The nature of polili\.'al activity is 
stich that, without this construct. sHld), is \'irtLially 
useless. Most tmditional public opinion researchers 
have realized this and developed thcir models 
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around such dynamic designs as trend analysis 
(McPhee, 1963) and computer simulation (Pool, 
Abelson & Popkin, 1971). However, the non metric 
MDS models which have achieved recent popular
ity in political attitude !>tudy often fnil to adequately 
treat change without violating major assumptions of 
scaling (Rusk & Weisberg, 1972). In Rusk and 
Weisberg's work on perceptions of presidential 
candidates, the scaling technique uses a non-zero 
double anchoring which at best yields an approxi
mated interval scale. Since this approach necessi
tatcs the use of a nonI1l~tric algorithm, the "dis
tances" reported arc inherently monotonic in rela
tionship. The monotonic solution is elastic and can 
be compared only in terms of rank ordering. Unfor
tunately, Rusk and \Veisberg (and numerous others) 
ignore this and report configural changes which 
may often be meaningless. 

The present study does not suffer this disability. 
\Vhile the data were, perhaps, more difficult to 
gather, they have the ad\"untage of satisfying the full 
set of assumptions for ratio IC\'cl scaling. By utiliz
ing the aggregation procedure described, a potential 
unreliability problem is overcome, allowing one to 
work with a fully metric, and therefore directly 
comparable, space. This signii1cant advantage al
lows onc to rotate the time-series measurements into 
congruence and apply the motion equations sug
gested by Woelfel and Saltiei. Indeed, by doing this 
the authors were able to predict later configurations 
from the changes in earlier ones by controlling for 
the information present in the system. 

From this test of the mcthodological refinement 
of attitude assessmcnt and prediction, the move into 
the realm of behavior prediction can be made. Past 
research has focused heavily on hehavior change as 
a function of information campaigns. This resci.lrch 
has argued that the function t1j' campaigning is to 

seek reinforcement and activation among sympathe
tic voters. Further, it has been argued that political 
methodology is insuffkiently accurate to make pre
dictions about cOI1versil)n. It has been the authl1l's' 

experience, using the metric MDS model, !~~!UJx.£e. 

.----~ 

niques (such as the vote prediction equation) and 
seeking improvements from experiencc with prior 
studies, it has been possible to begin to make the 
transition from attitude measurement to behavioral 
prediction. 

ror example, prediction of election results based 
upon the distance vectors was within 2% of the 
actual vote (55.7'71 and 57.4'!f, respectively), de
spite the small sample. Calculating the acceleration 
of the candidate during the period between the final 
measurement point and the election and the inclu
sion of the independent candidates would have 
further reduced the margin of error. Comparing the 
derived prediction with a traditional unidimensional 
measure ("If the election were held today who 
would you vote for?") is even more informative. 
The prediction from this measure ofihe Democratic 
candidate's strength would give him a maximum 
53%-- (n = 400) of the total vote (a\·craging unde
cideds). The presence of undecided voters seems to 
inhibit accuracy in highly uncertain election situa
tions. In this case, only five days before the elec
tion, 239'c of the electorate still classified them
selves as unclecided. Yet. with the MDS paired
comparison method. which eliminates the option of 
an "undecided" response and its attendant difficul· 
tics, fairly precise distribution of "problem" voters 
\,'as achie\'t~d. 

\Vhile the LIse of the distance between Me and the 
candidates has been shown to be successful in pre
dicting the electoral outcome, it is not to say that it 
provides the best possible estimate of the vote. 
Perhaps a concept such as "ideal candidate" or 
"ideal representath'e" should be scaled into the 
space. This may increase lhe predictability when it 
is suhstituted for the concept Me in Equation 3. 
Also, this estimate does not take into account the 
large Ilumber of intervening variables (such as lile 
weather) which determines which mcmbers of thc 
population actually make it to the polls. 

There arc four implications for future research 
based upon thc findings of this study. First, hetter 
controls should be applied to the information mea
sures. This would make possible an aClualtest of tile 
equations of the Woclfel-Saltiel theory. One way 
this could be -accomplished would he through a ) 

'distinctions are artifacts of the inability to distin
~C=1:1"0C~'~~-~~Jnn)'I~'ed in political dccbion
making. By working with variolls analytic tech· 
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content analysis of the mass media and campaign 
messages. Second. data should be gathered at many 
more points in lime both prior to and directly after 
the election. This would help describe the effects of 
the election "event" on public opinion. while pro
viding a better opportunity to test the predictive 
pO\l,lcr of the equations generated by the theory. 
Third, experimental control of the information that 
certain sections of the polity receives should be 
attempted in order to gain confidence in the conclu
sions. This would help move the area of research 
away from the confines of case study status. FOUI1h, 
a replication of the study should be performed in a 
multipal1y-multicandidate contcst in order to de
termine the generalizability of the theory and if 
better predictions can be made by modifying the 
scaled concepts. 

3. D,lla 011 information hist0l)' for this study are pre
sently being compiled and will he presented in a 
fOlthcoming research report. 

4. A numher of rotational algorithms exist which pro
vide variable quality of solution: The leasl-:-;quarcs 
best-fit was performed on this data scI. Inherent in 
this procedure is the problcm of overestimating ~omc 
changes while underestimating others. The <lllthors 
arc cl1ITCntly testing u new procedure in \vhieh ;'l 
theoretical defined SCI of concepts is held can ",I ant 
(i.e., this slIbsel is rotated to least-squares be~l·fit) 
and the remaining concepts arc positioned accord· 
ingly (Woelfel. Saltiel. ~1cPhec. Danes. Cody. Bar
nett & Serota. 1975). The procedure is simi!ar to 
practices used in astronomy to measure the moye
Illcnt of ce!estial bodies. 

5. Equation 3 is one of a number of pos~ible predictive 
formulations. While others may bc ~hown to ha\"c 
more correct mathematical form, bc:cause they take 

into account the actual dimcnsionality of the =-pace. 
this equation has been shown to he the most ac..:urate 
within the domain of public opinion ~!udies. In addi
tion. the inclusion of third party or independc1lI.:an· 
didates in the denominator would provide increased I 

In summary, this article has outlined the 
Woelfel-Salliel attitude theory, and showed its ap
plication to political opinion research. A study was 
carried out which tested a number of hypotheses 
derived from this theory; generally. these hypothe
ses were supported. Finally. the advantages of the 
multidimensional methodology O\'er traditional ap
proaches were discussed. This research points to a 
promising future for the \Voelfel-Salriel concep
tualization for the prediction of socially held at
titudes and metric sC31ing for the measurement of 
the processes by \vhich public opinion is altered. 

accu racy. F..il', 

6. The population was stntlificci by l11unieipalit~, and 
the prop0i1ion of each get1gr;'lphicalunit in tht' :,:lm
pie matched a proportion of voters in the di:-:ricl. 
Names wcre drawn from the voler registration rtlll~ 
according. to a computerized list of random di~its. 

NOTES 

7. For an in· depth discussion of the ad\',lIltagc~ l1! thi~ 
sampling procedure. sec Bamet!. Scrota. and T~lylor 
(1974), 

8. The average prl1pm1ion of responses iscaicul'J{cd by 

I. An carlier draft of this artide W<.lS prl~:-en!ed to the averaging the actual number of responses to ea.:h I'air ~ 
'I,: Polit iql Communication Di\ i:-ion ~11 the Annual comparison and dividing by the total number l~f sub· I, 
: t-.keling tlf the International C\lmnll!!li.:ation A~· jeels. 

sociation. Chica~o. Iltinoi:-. April :!J-~6. 1975. The 9. Real variance is the \'ariance accounted for b~ the 
;; Ullthnrs wi:-h to ad\:nO\d~dgc the a~~i~t;lIlL'e of the dimensions whose eigcnroo\s arc positive. Im:lt!i- ~ 
':~ tvlil'higan Dl'mocratic Party and Communication Rt:'- nary vectors arc tlH)se \'Cl'\Ors with a sum of squafl'ti I 
;1 searl'll Sl'n ice~. In(' .. withnUi whnm lhi~ paper loadings less than zero (t' .~. with clllnpiex numhers N 
~ would not ha\c bcen ]11)s:-ihlc. The autlllws wlluld as loadings). :\t time one (Tablc 2) the fir:-t ~i\ ~ 

abo like to thank Jo:-eph \\"l1elrct rllr hi~ (lllllmcllts dimensions arc rca! and th~ Ia~t rour arc ima~in;try. 
on this paper. The real mOb expl;!in only part of the 1l1\;t1 \'arian(l' 

2. In uther of Woelfel's works. he suggests that each in the spatial configuration. The imaginar~ nll\l~ 

medium is capahle of creating variable atlitlld~ result hel'au~e the means matrix is not Pl1Sitivc 
change. One consistent timiing is that inlcrpcrsonal semi-definite and represents Iloll-Euditieani:-ms in 

'.1-';. interaction is responsible for altering ont~' s attitude to the uata. Althou~h the il1;ulings on thcse dimeJlsil1llS r 
'~' .1 greater degree than the mass media (Woelfel & <Ire sl<lhlt: (Danes & Woelfel. (975), it probkm rc- t 

Hernandez. 1972), mains as ttl their inICI]lrclation. ~ 

~ 
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10. By labdlin!! a uimen:-.ion wilh an attrihute Ihe <mlhars 
do 110t mean 10 imply an i:-.omorphism between the 
dimension <lnd the attribute laheL The dimensions 
arc the results of mathemaliral(lpef:.ltions. while the 
label is the result of a post hoc anempt al explain in!! 
the \·,uiance <lccounted for by the dimemion. \\'hile it 
may in fact be the cliterion lIsed by the !'Iubjerts to 
differenliate the concepts, it need not be tbe case. In 
an attempt 10 facililate interpretation, psychometri
cian" often rotate the loading~ l)n the dimen",ions 10 

simple structure. This operation was not performed 
here and is not recommended by the authors . 

II. Thcse arc approximations based on the c,lmpaign 
spending rcports. 

12. While it is possible to tc~t lhi:; hypothesis with Iralii
tional inferential statistic:.. for practic,d and hcuristic 
reasons. this has nOI been the choice of Ihe authors. 

IJ. E\aminatill11 of lile juJ~mt'nh on Ihe"e cOnet'pls 
!Table" 1 • .Y. anJ:;) \\ i!l ,,110\\· thaI chan~t' in di:-tance 
OCC1I1Tt'd bel\\·een Crime Pre\ enti('Hl and the Demo(· 
rat but that Ru"in~ anJ thl> Delllocratic l'anuiJ~ltc Jid 
not dl;Jf!~e. Thi~ is an artilal'{llf e:xamining ~l ~ingl(' 

judgment pair olltside the l'lll1le\! of the "el. \\·I;ile 
thi" "in~lc judgment did Iwt i.'I1ange. it Tllay \:1(' ~('t'n 

thaI th~' t\\·O COIKcpt:- rot:lted po"iti(lll in rel:nil1llship 
to the r(1l1;linder 01 the l't)lk'cpt "el. Therefllre, onc 
should be carcrul in di"tin~lIi~hin~ hem·een tile ideas 
of cl1;,ll1~e and nwtil)n in a llluitidimen:-il)nal ~pace. 

I-L Thi:; prediction and the result~ to which it is COIll

pared are b;:Jsed on a sllh~et of the congre:-<sional 
district. 
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